
 

Masterpieces   •   Extravagant Dynamic XXL   •   Classic Estate

European designs  
 inspired by real timber

imagine the possibilities
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At imagine floors by Airstep we believe floors set the design style for your home. It creates a platform for you  
to display your personality with those you wish to share it with. 

Inspired by real timber, our floors are created using innovative European technology to produce a long-lasting floor  
with strict testing and manufacturing guidelines surpassed. Our laminate flooring is solely based on PEFC-certified,  
domestic wood from sustainable forest management and we are committed to protecting the climate and nature  
of the environment.

With extensive warranties to add, you can have piece-of-mind for life’s unpredictability’s with your new floor.

Classic and contemporary European designs to suit your unique style.

Key Features Masterpieces Extravagant Dynamic XXL Classic Estate

Dimensions 1184 x 293.4 x 8mm 2175 x 243 x 8mm 1286 x 194 x 12mm 

M2 per pack 2.0843m2 2.114m2 1.496m2 

Planks per pack 6 4 6 

Residential warranty Lifetime 20 years 25 years 

Commercial warranty 10 years 10 years 10 years

Abrasion rating AC6 AC4 AC4

Class rating residential 23 - heavy traffic 23 - heavy traffic 23 - heavy traffic

Class rating commercial 33 - heavy traffic 32 - general traffic 32 - general traffic

Emboss Realfeel Embossed In Register Embossed In Register

Thickness 8mm 8mm 12mm

Bevel 2V Micro 4V 4V

Locking system Jointguard Loc / Snap Megaloc Megaloc

Suitable for bathrooms & kitchens P	 P	 P

Antistatic P P P 

Castor chair P P P

Fade resistant P P P

Sealed Edges (moisture repellent) Wax and paraffin based Isowaxx Isowaxx

Old Oak Maremma ED35101



Masterpieces
MADE IN EUROPE BY

 

Noyer Chevron S178731Natural Herringbone S174276 Cream  Chevron S176201Natural Chevron S173101

Boho Chevron S176973Classic Chevron S176959Chic Chevron S176942Grey Chevron S174121

Boho Chevron S176973

Trendy chevron and herringbone floors are inspired by classic European palaces of the 18th and 19th century with 
their timeless yet versatile designs. When you enter a house with a chevron or herringbone floor you immediately feel 
that you are in a home with captivating charm and style. The Masterpieces range has a ‘natural feel’ and is produced with  
a superior AC6 rated coating and includes an impressive lifetime residential warranty for your piece-of-mind.

10  

YEAR
COMMERCIAL

WARRANTY
RESIDENTIAL
WARRANTY

 LIFE  

TIME

ABRASION RATING 
Very heavy  
traffic 

Suitable for use in all residential spaces and  
commercial spaces, offices and major retail outlets.

 AC6 



 

Natural Oak ED32963Chiaro Oak ED32922Ivory Oak ED32962Alpine White Oak ED32960 Candy Brown Oak ED32998

Nero Oak ED32923Anthracite Oak ED32961 Old Oak Brown ED35100Old Oak Maremma ED35101Grigio Oak ED32924

Extravagant  
Dynamic XXL

MADE IN EUROPE BY

 

Chiaro Oak ED32922

The Extravagant Dynamic XXL laminate range provides stunning visuals, with extra long and extra wide planks.  
The floors showcase true-to-life detail with an impressive range of oak decors and styles to choose from, produced  
with a strong AC4 rated surface coating. Those that encounter the floor will appreciate the craftsmanship in something  
as simple as a beautifully-made floorboard.

20  

YEAR
RESIDENTIAL
WARRANTY

10  

YEAR
COMMERCIAL

WARRANTY

ABRASION RATING 
Moderate  
residential 

Suitable for use in all residential spaces  
and some commercial spaces with light traffic.

 AC4 



 

Classic Estate
MADE IN EUROPE BY

 

Eden CE47049

Bamford CE47053Refton CE47066Windom CE47054Lampeter CE47055 Fruitville CE47048

Eden CE47049Woodlawn CE47051 Parkwood CE47064Farmdale CE47067Mountville CE47065

Tasteful and refined. Like your home, a floor should be warm and inviting, encouraging friends to join you for dinner and 
linger long afterwards. The Classic Estate range adds spectacularly unique character to your flooring with a large range  
of decors and styles to choose from all with a natural emboss in register to give you a ‘real look’. Built with a strong  
AC4 rated surface coating and 25 year residential warranty, these floors will witness many great moments in your home.

25  

YEAR
RESIDENTIAL
WARRANTY

10  

YEAR
COMMERCIAL

WARRANTY

ABRASION RATING 
Moderate  
residential 

Suitable for use in all residential spaces  
and some commercial spaces with light traffic.

 AC4 



 

The Masterpieces, Extravagant Dynamic XXL and Classic Estate ranges have an innovative water protection coating  
that covers the complete top of the floor, including grooves, preventing water from penetrating the floor.

The floors are engineered to withstand moisture from everyday household spills for at least 24 hours. However, if detected, 
immediately remove all liquid spills, including pets ‘toilet accidents’ and never overflow the floor with water. As with all 
wood based products, even these three ranges with their increased resistance, will react to the wetness and as a result  
will expand or contract accordingly.

Although the floors have been designed for improved protection against water and moisture they are not waterproof  
and excessive moisture is to be avoided.

 WATER PROTECTION

Layer 1: Protective Overlay 
Protective layer providing  
exceptional resistance  
to high impact, scratches,  
and heavy load-bearing.

Layer 2: Decorative layer 
Décor paper with a true-to-nature  
look and feel using high quality ink.

Layer 3: XTREME High Density  
Fibreboard and hydrophobic resins 
Superior mechanical properties create extra  
dimensional stability and moisture resistance.

Layer 4: Built in moisture barrier 
Provides a high resistance to moisture.

Layer 5: Underlay 
Underlay for stability and as an added moisture barrier.

*Exclusive to Masterpieces range.

Layer 1: Protective Overlay 
Protective layer providing exceptional  
resistance to high impact, scratches,  
and heavy load-bearing.

Layer 2: Decorative layer 
Décor paper with a true-to-nature look  
and feel using high quality ink.

Layer 3: Original Classen-Board 
High Density Fibreboard 
Superior mechanical properties  
create extra dimensional stability  
and moisture resistance.

Layer 4: Underlay 
Underlay for stability  
and as a moisture barrier.

*Exclusive to Extravagant Dynamic XXL  
and Classic Estate range.

These warranties are in addition to any rights consumers may have under Australian consumer laws. Conditions apply. For full information in respect to the scope and limitations of these 
warranties, this information must be read in conjunction with the Airstep Flooring warranty and maintenance guide and is inclusive of installation, care and characteristics of Airstep 
Flooring products. This information is available from your retailer, by download from www.AirstepFlooring.com.au or calling (03) 9794 3888. Samples to be used as a guide only. Colour 
appearance can also vary depending upon type of light under which a sample is viewed and the light source where the flooring is installed.

www.AirstepFlooring.com.au

 

FAUS’ new anchoring system that’s easier and quicker to 
install allows the installation of the long side of the plank 
with the ‘ANGLE’ system and the short side by applying 
the ‘SNAP’ or ‘ANGLE’ system.

*Exclusive to Masterpieces range.

The fast laying system. Just fit in place, click and you’re done!  
The patented CLASSEN megaloc system was developed  
especially for the quick and easy laying of laminate flooring.

*Exclusive to Extravagant Dynamic XXL and Classic Estate range.

Transversal system 
SNAP / ANGLE

Longitudinal system 
ANGLE

 LOCKING SYSTEMS

SNAP / ANGLE SYSTEM

 PLANK LAYOUTS

PLANK LAYOUT PLANK LAYOUT


